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Abstract
In this work, we examine the effect of the 2016 Turkish coup on social media censorship, both by the government ordering Twitter to conduct censorship and as
well by people removing their own tweets. We compared
5.5M tweets collected from Turkey pre-coup to 8.5M
tweets collected post-coup. Although self-censorship of
the press is not a novel practice following past military
coups in Turkey, in this work we examine and quantify
social media self-censorship, and empirically compare
its effect relative to government-implemented censorship
of social media.
Our measurements following the coup show a 72%
decline in publicly identifiable government-censored
tweets. We attribute this, in part, to an estimated 43%
decline in overall Twitter usage in Turkey and in part
to users’ self-censorship. Supporting this theory, we detected that 41% of all users in our pre-coup dataset voluntarily removed 18% of their old tweets by either switching their accounts to protected mode, deleting their accounts, or deleting some tweets. Using NLP and graph
metrics, we identify a new focus of Turkish government censorship on the Gülen movement. Our analysis show pro-Gülen tweets being widely self-censored.
Additionally, we detected 40% more publicly-accessible
anti-Gülen tweets. Unlike activists who regularly tweet
political content, and are more likely to be censored by
the government, we found that self-censoring users appear to be more typical users who normally post neutral
tweets, and only 6% political tweets on average.
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Introduction

The short lived Turkish military coup attempt on July 15,
2016, left the streets of Ankara in distress, with over 265
people killed [24]. The Turkish president, Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan, was quick to blame Fethullah Gülen and his
followers for the coup-plotter [7]. Fethullah Gülen is
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a former political figure who was previously close to
President Erdoğan [11], and the founder of the Islamic
movement Hizmet (a.k.a., the Gülen movement) [1], also
known for his support for science, and thousands of
schools and universities around the world [10]. Amid
the coup, 140 journalists were arrested over ties to the
Gülen-movement, 29 news outlets were shut down despite some being anti-Gülenist, and 21,000 academics
were fired [4, 21, 18].
This coup is not unique in Turkish history. Five
other coups were carried between 1960 and 1997 [8, 5].
Although self-censorship and censorship of the press
have become commonplace following previous Turkish
coups [3], self-censorship of social media is a new twist
on an old story. Many Turkish Twitter users started selfcensoring their Twitter accounts by switching to protected mode, presumably to avoid punishment for the
public expression of prohibited content [7]. Considering this coup as a turning point in Turkish politics, we
expect its effect to be reflected in our data. Our study
is first to examine and quantify users’ self-censorship of
Twitter, using a systematic approach to label and process millions of Turkish tweets and users accounts. Additionally, we empirically analyze the coup’s impact on
government-censored topics, and the volume of government censorship, by comparing posts after the coup to
posts we collected before the coup during the Turkish
general election of 2015.
In our work, we try to answer the following questions:
1. Because of the political instability in Turkey after the failed coup, and the fear of government
punishment or retribution, will we detect fewer
government-censored tweets generated from inside
of Turkey due to users’ self-censorship?
2. Are there new government-censored topics postcoup? If so, are they related to the coup?
3. Can we systematically classify user accounts in our

3.1

dataset based on self or government censorship?
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To determine if a tweet is censored, we use the Tanash
et al. [17] methodology. After collecting our tweets, we
use the Twitter REST API to re-collect the same tweets
by “id”, then we examine if the “withheld in countries”
field is present in the JSON structure returned by the API
call. If the field is present, we check if its value equals
“TR”, indicating censorship in Turkey. For the purposes
of this study, we do not include tweets from WithheldAccounts who are automatically censored by Twitter, as
we could not distinguish which individual tweets were
selected for censorship on targeted topics, and thus could
not easily include them in our subsequent measurements
and topics analysis.

Related work: Censorship in Turkey

Tanash et al. [17] detected government-censored tweets
by scraping Twitter for tweets containing a withheld in countries field in Twitter’s API responses. They
notably showed an order of magnitude higher censorship
than disclosed in Twitter’s “Transparency Reports.”
Tanash et al. [16] also proposed methods for precisely
extracting topics from censored Twitter data, using metrics on the social graph (e.g., user out-degree) as well
as standard machine learning topic clustering algorithms.
Applying their methods to censored tweets collected between late-2014 and mid-2015, they found that the Turkish government’s most censored topics related to Kurdish issues and government corruption. In our work, we
borrow from these methodologies to collect and identify
censored tweets, then extract community based topics.
There are no known studies of social media selfcensorship in Turkey, aside from some news reports [7], however, Arsan [3] studied censorship and
self-censorship of the Turkish press. In his survey, he
found that 96% of respondents agreed that journalists apply censorship when reporting on general interest topics,
mainly due to internal pressure, and media owners’ financial interest. As a result, 55% of the time, journalist do not convey important information that concern the
general public.
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Identifying Censored Tweets
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Hypotheses

In this section, we propose several hypotheses concerning Turkish Twitter censorship.

4.1

Censorship Size

Hypothesis 1: The dynamics of censorship shifted
after the failed coup. We hypothesize that we will
detect less censored tweets generated from inside of
Turkey, perhaps because users will be less likely to tweet
“sensitive” topics.
Coups, by their nature, can be violent affairs. We
would expect people to fear government retribution for
tweeting opinions contrary to the ruling party. Therefore,
many users might then switch their Twitter accounts to
private mode, or deleted tweets or accounts entirely, resulting in a reduced volume of public tweets, and thus
less content to be censored by the government.
Prior to the coup in 2015, we detected 513,719 censored tweets from non-withheld users by processing
5.6M tweets collected from Turkey. To test Hypothesis
1, we applied the same methods to our 8.5M tweets collected post-coup, and finding 142,492 distinct censored
tweets from non-withheld users, which is 72% fewer
censored tweets post-coup, compared to pre-coup.
Does this mean that people are tweeting less? Note
that the 5,644,284 pre-coup tweets were streamed over
24 days, compared to the 8,543,856 post-coup tweets
streamed over 75 days, as shown in Figure 1. Normalizing the counts into 24-days bins, we see 51% fewer
streamed tweets during the first 24 days post-coup, and
an estimated 43% decline in the overall collection relative to the Twitter volume we observed in 2015. We also
noticed an incremental decline in the streamed volume in
each consecutive periods; 2% decline in August, and 5%
in September.

Data

Twitter’s public APIs allow external crawlers to follow
specific users, search within geographic constraints, follow popular hashtags, etc. While Twitter makes it difficult to extract a full feed of every tweet, a more constrained search, such as in our work in Turkey, allows us
to gather something much closer to a complete sample.
Pre-coup data: Previously, we collected 5.6M tweets
during the June 2015 Turkish general election, for a duration of 24 days starting on 3 June 2015 with geoparameters set to three major provinces in Turkey:
Ankara, Istanbul, and Izmir. Using methodology similar to Tanash et al. [17], we expanded our sample by
identifying users with at least one censored tweet who
are not withheld-accounts, then crawling their timelines
and their friends’ timelines. Our overall sample contains
513,719 censored tweets.
Post-coup data: We streamed Twitter using the same
geo-parameters collecting roughly 8.5M tweets posted
by 342,650 distinct users across for 75 days. We began collecting this data roughly three hours after hearing
news of the coup attempt on 15 July 2016.
2

Investigating possible causes for this decline, we
ruled-out the possibility of Twitter being throttled by the
Turkish ISPs [6, 23, 19]. Network-level throttling apparently occurred during the initial days of the coup. Such
network censorship, as well as the use of Tor to work
around it, can be observed with Tor’s “Directly Connecting Users Tor metric”1 , presented in Figures 2 and 3.
These graphs show the volume of Turkish Tor users before and after the coup, with a clear decline in Tor usage
afterward. This data is more consistent with users curtailing their use of Tor and Twitter, than with being thwarted
from using them. Note that other popular censorship circumvention tools include Psiphon and Lantern, however,
neither website provides accessible user metrics as Tor
does, and as a result we decided to focus our attention on
Tor.
Perhaps there was more Twitter data that we just did
not see? In our collection, we identified only one ratelimited tweet2 in our post-coup data. As best we can tell,
we collected virtually every Turkish Twitter post from
our post-coup time period.
Deutsche Welle [7] reported that the government made
several arrests over social media posts praising the coup,
and that “people are scared,” and are “self-censuring
themselves,” fearing government punishment. Is the
decline in our streamed data caused by users’ selfcensorship? To test this, we must classify all 342,650
users accounts in our post-coup data as either protected,
deleted, suspended, or active with deleted-tweets.

Figure 1: Volume of streamed Tweets post-coup 2015 vs.
pre-coup 2016, 24 days bins.
Directly connecting users from Turkey
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1. We first identify tweets in our post-coup data that
are no longer public. We do this by revisiting each
tweet using the REST API3 . From 8,543,856 tweets,
we found that 19% of tweets, from 139,656 users,
are no longer reachable by the API. This means that
these tweets are either individually deleted, or their
author’s account is protected, deleted, or suspended.
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Figure 2: Daily Tor connection in Turkey - July 2016.
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2. Next, we label the 139,656 users accounts. We
first check the status-code value by requesting twitter .com/ intent/ user? user id=xxx, if the
code is 400, the account is deleted by the user, otherwise we call the REST API by user-id, determining if the account is suspended, or active-protected.
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Our results are summarized in Table 1. We found that
41% of users in our post-coup data, excluding suspended
users, voluntarily removed 18% of all tweets either by
switching their accounts to protected, deleting tweets, or
deleting their accounts entirely4 . Note that the largest
set are “Active users” with some deleted tweets, followed by “Protected.” We conclude that there are fewer
government-censored tweets from inside of Turkey after
the coup. This finding is consistent with Turkish people
being afraid to speak in public, and consequently taking
steps to hide prior speech and self-censor future speech.
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Figure 3: Daily Tor connection in Turkey - June 2015.

4.2

Censored Topics

In this section, we examine which topics are censored
by the Turkish government post-coup. We start by
proposing the following hypothesis.
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Our results show that the topics from each community cluster correspond to the profiles of the top influential users. The cluster with the Gülen supporters contained topics with Islamic references, references to popular Twitter Gülen supporters and Erdoğan critics, as well
as specific terms that are clearly anti-government, e.g.,
“torture”, “human rights”, “dictator”, “arrests”, “military”, “Erdogan soldiers” (originally Turkish, shown
here in English). Our other cluster is clearly Kurdish activists. Several topics contained the string “kurd”, references to popular Kurdish Twitter usernames, including
“red hack”: a hactivist group. We similarly saw words
like “guns” and “fascism”.
The Red Hack group of hactivists has drawn a lot of
government attention. They’re clearly visible in Figure 4
as “theRedHack”. In September 2016, the Turkish government blocked Github, Google Drive, and other content sharing sites to specifically prevent the Red Hack
group from leaking government secrets [14], which they
threatened to do if Turkey did not release imprisoned
Kurdish politicians [15].
In summary, our findings confirm our second hypothesis. The Gülen movement was not a topic of censorship
prior to the coup, but afterward became a clear focus of
Turkish government attention, both online and offline.

%

Table 1: Post-coup user-accounts labeling results
Hypothesis 2: Censored tweets post-coup will contain
new topics related to the coup.
Tanash et. al [16] established that the Turkish government censored two main topics; government corruption and Kurdish issues. To identify newer topics and
influential users, we convert our 2016 censored tweets to
a Data-Flow-Influence graph (as in Tanash et al. [16]),
representing data communication between users. We define influential users as users with the highest out-degree
who generate most original content, and whose tweets
reached most users in their social graph, which is a reasonable proxy for a user’s influence. Applying a graph
modularity metric, a widely used metric for extracting
network structures [22, 12], we extract user’s communities, then manually examine the top influential users
from each community. Figure 4 illustrates the results of
our users-communities clustering and influential users.
Figure 4 shows two users’ clusters. We asked a native
Turkish speaker to manually examine the top influential
users from each cluster. We found that the right clusters’
(pink and red) influential users are mainly Gülen supporters, such as “Yagizefe”, and the left cluster’s influential
users are Kurdish users, such as “ANF TURKCE ANF”.
To extract popular topics from each cluster, we first apply several steps to remove noise from our data and
achieve more precise topics extraction, as in Tanash et
al. [16]. This includes removing tweets from users with
bot-like behavior, stripping URLs and stop-words, and
then using the widely-used zemberek Turkish-language
stemmer [2]. After this data tuning, we apply tf-idf and
NMF [9], both standard machine learning algorithms for
topic retrieval from documents and tweets [13, 17].

4.3

Self-censorship of Gülen topics

Turkish police began arresting people with ties to the
Gülen movement, including social media posts praising
the coup. Naturally, to protect themselves, we would
expect people to both self-censor their old postings by
voluntarily removing their old tweets via switching their
accounts to protected mode, deleting their accounts, or
deleting some tweets, as well as making strong public
performances of their loyalty [7]:
Hypothesis 3: Pro-Gülen tweets from before the coup
will be self-censored.
Hypothesis 4: Public anti-Gülen tweets will occur more
often post-coup.
To test these, we conducted two experiments:
1. Topic Clustering: We first identified Gülen-related
tweets using a bag-of-words approach against both the
public and the unreachable tweets in our 2016 sample,
excluding users who are suspended by Twitter. The results are summarized in Table 2. Notably, the unreachable rate for Gülen-related tweets is twice the background rate. Next, we extract popular topics from each
set using tf-idf and NMF, asking a native Turkish speaker
to label each topic’s sentiment as either pro-Gülen, or
anti-Gülen. We found zero pro-Gülen topics in the pub4

Figure 4: Users communities and influential users of censored tweets post-coup.
lic tweets, supporting Hypothesis 3. Conversely, we
found 70% of the unreachable Gülen tweets were proGülen, supporting Hypothesis 4.
Status
All tweets
Gülen tweets

Unreachable
1,582,632
3,599

Public
6,961,224
25,538

Unreachable%
23%
14%

Table 2: Gülen-related vs. all tweets, collected postcoup, counting how many remain public vs. unreachable.
2. Sample Labeling: We randomly sampled 40 tweets
from each set, exclusively from the first three days postcoup, expecting to find more political content closer to
the coup event. We asked a native Turkish speaker to
classify the tweets as pro-Gülen, anti-Gülen, or neutral/unrelated. We summarize the results in Figure 5. As
above, we found support for Hypothesis 3: pro-Gülen
tweets appear only in the unreachable set, with none
in the public set. We also found 40% more anti-Gülen
tweets in the public set, supporting Hypothesis 4.
At this point, we have strong support for Hypotheses
3 and 4. What is less clear is whether some of the antiGülen discussion is “natural” or is a sort of public performance intended to defend the poster against otherwise
baseless pro-Gülen accusations.

4.4

Figure 5: Labeling of Gülen related Tweets from public
vs. unreachable tweets.

it’s sensible that they would take steps to polish their
public Twitter timeline. We might expect this sort
of self-censorship to be performed broadly across all
Twitter users, as opposed to just being the province of
dedicated activists, who presumably would have a harder
time hiding obscuring their political speech, whether
online or elsewhere. This lead us to our final hypothesis.

Self-Censoring Users

Hypothesis 5: Self-censoring users’ tweets are more
likely to be politically neutral, for the most part, with
only a few “sensitive” tweets.

Self-censoring users are clearly responding to an external stimulus. They don’t want to get caught up in
the Turkish government’s anti-Gülen witch-hunt, so
5

To test this hypothesis, we extract popular topics from
all tweets posted by users who voluntarily changed their
profiles status, or removed some of their old tweets. Examining the top 10 topics, we found that 9 of 10 topics contained neutral language, such as “I love it very
much”. The only political topic contained two political
terms: “soldier” and “democracy”, which clearly relate
to tweets posted during the first week after the coup. Repeating the same experiment using only tweets from the
active-users set who deleted some tweets, while keeping their profiles public, accounting for 44% of total unreachable tweet, we found similar results.
Next, we conducted a comparative analysis to quantify
political and non-political tweets per user for each user
category, and found that on average, active, protected,
and deleted users, tweeted only 6%, 5%, and 6% political
tweets, respectively. Figures 6 show this distribution for
the top 200 users sorted based on the highest number of
political tweets a user generated in our dataset for each
of the user groups. All of these graphs demonstrate that
these users largely do not discuss Gülen or other political
topics, supporting Hypothesis 5.

1, 2016 from non-withheld accounts, of which 96% are
retweets, as reported by Twitter’s JSON metadata. Deduplicating these retweets, we identified 6,402 unique censored tweets, which contrasts with the 489 tweets reported by Twitter. As with Tanash, we find an order
of magnitude more censored tweets than Twitter reports.
Consequently, we caution other researchers from treating
Twitter’s reporting as a reliable source.
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The 2016 coup attempt in Turkey provided us with an
unusual opportunity to measure the impact of a singular event like this on both government-driven censorship
as well as self-censorship. We were able to compare a
dataset of 8.5 million tweets, collected in 2015, with a
new dataset of 5.6 million tweets, collected in the immediate aftermath of the coup. Our data shows clear
evidence that users are self-censoring their post-coup
posts, particularly anything they might have said positively about Gülen, accused by the government of masterminding the coup. Similarly, they are limiting what
they write going forward, with some evidence of users
even deliberately writing anti-Gülen tweets, perhaps as a
public performance of loyalty to the government.
Going forward, we note that social networks change
in popularity over time, and Twitter may not always represent a reliable barometer of public opinion. Twitter
is valuable for conducting this sort of research because
it’s easy to scrape and most content is public. Conducting similar research on Facebook or elsewhere, where
user’s default security settings limit their posts’ visibility
to their friends, would represent a significantly greater
challenge, particularly without the social network’s cooperation. If that cooperation cannot be assured, then
other tactics, ranging from browser plugins to server-side
apps, with their own issues of low user adoption, may
become necessary to understand and measure this sort of
application-level censorship as it occurs.

Figure 6: Percent of political tweets of the top 200 users,
from the highest percent to the lowest
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Conclusion
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Twitter Transparency Report

In 2015, Tanash et al. [17] observed one order of magnitude more censored tweets than the data reported by
Twitter’s Transparency Reports. Similarly, we tried to
compare the number of censored tweet in our post-coup
dataset to the number reported in Twitter’s July 1, 2016 –
December 31, 2016 Transparency Report [20], in which
Twitter reported 489 censored tweets in Turkey from
non-withheld accounts. Our 142,492 censored post-coup
tweets were posted between July 15 through November
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